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In the beginning of December,
Aiya and Amma remained local,
especially since Karthikai Deepam
took place at the temple on the
9th.  The middle of the month was
spent preparing for the India
Yatra, a trip in and around the
south of India for those who
volunteered at last year’s
kumbhabhishkam.

The official trip began in
Chennai on the evening of
December 22, with about 100
devotees from all over the world
meeting in the capital of Tamil
Nadu.

The trip commenced with a
journey to Devipuram, near
Visakapatnam, Andhra Pradesh.
There, everyone got to meet
Guruji, including scores of
devotees who had never met him
before or never been to India.

Other places the group toured
included Kanchipuram, Chennai,
Nemili, Kalahasti, Chidambaram,
and Thiruvannamalai.

Most of the devotees returned
home during the first week of
January, but Aiya stayed on to
fulfill other obligations.  Over the
next two weeks of January he
went to various places including
Sri Villiputtur, Bangalore,

Karaikudi, and Madhurai.  He
returned to the States on Jan. 20.

In the meantime, the temple
went on with its Pongal
celebrations on January 14, over
which Shankar aiya presided.
Immediately after Aiya’s return,
the temple conducted its January
Interactive Learning Sessions (ILS)
class, which saw a turnout of
about 100 people across the three
age groups.

February was a flurry of
activity, with preparations for
Mahashivarathri in full swing
and Aiya taking a 10-day trip to
Texas, having been invited by the
devotees there.  He conducted
various workshops and classes

between the cities of Dallas,
Austin, Houston, and San
Antonio, and then returned to
Rochester for Mahashivarathri.

At the end of February and the
beginning of March, Aiya
embarked on a three-week trip to
San Francisco for a series of talks
and lectures.

Also at the beginning of March,
the temple started a series of
weekly classes in addition to and
separate from ILS.  A Sanskrit
class (reading, pronunciation)
taught by Vilas and Shankar, as
well as a bhajans class taught by
Veena began on March 3 and
March 10, and will take place on a
rotating basis each weekend.

Devipuram was the first

destination on the India

Yatra.  Above, left to right:

Aiya and Rochester

devotees climb the steps

to the Shivalayam; Guruji

and Aiya share a laugh;

Guruji hugs all his

“grandchildren.”  On

bottom, all the yatra

travellers along with

Devipuram regulars in

front of the Sri Meru

temple.
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Past Events

Thai Pongal, Jan. 14

Maha Shivarathri, Feb. 19-20

Thiruvempavai/Ardhra
Dharshanam, Dec. 30 - Jan. 8

Even though Aiya and many of
the temple “regulars” were in
India during this 10-day festival,
it still went on with all pomp
and pageantry as Lord Nataraja
deserves.  For nine days,
devotees, led by Kumaran aiya,
began puja at 5 a.m., which
included abhishekam to a
Nataraja and Sivakami murthi to
the verses of the Thirupalliyezuchi
Sri Manickavasagar.

The same took place on Ardhra
Dharshanam day, but included
milk abhishekam to the large

This was a short and sweet puja,
which fell on a Saturday and took
place first thing in the morning
before the regular Saturday puja.

As Aiya was still in India at this
time, the puja was done by
Shankar aiya.  Everyone present
was given the chance to add
grains to the sakkarai pongal
(sweet rice), which boiled over
during the simple puja to Surya,
the Sun god.  After the Saturday
puja was completed, everyone
received this pongal prasadam
with their lunch.The temple was packed on this

Sunday night, undoubtedly
helped by the holiday Monday in
the province of Ontario.  Well over
100 people attended
Mahashivarathri and stayed
throughout the night, taking turns
doing puja at the different
shivalingam “stations” set up that
evening.

As is the standard, everyone
who came through the doors and
wished to offer bilva leaves was

Kumaran aiya offers milk abhishekam to

the divine couple on Ardhra Dharshanam

Nataraja and Sivakami by
several people.  Over the
morning, devotes performed
alankaram, offered various
bakshanams, and took the holy
writings of the Nayanmar saint
Manickavasagar around the
temple in procession.

Sri Matangi homam,
Dec. 25

Conducted by Kumaran
aiya and attended by
minimum of 50 kids and
their families, the Matangi
(or Raja Shyamala) homam
took place this year, with the
children coming up with
even more creative ways to
worship this tantric goddess
of education and intelligence.

The children offer ahutis into the fire

themselves at every Matangi homam.

For a more detailed look, please see
Sundhara Arasaratnam’s article
on page 5.

given the chance to do so
however many times they
wished.  It is said that even
offering one bilvam in one’s
lifetime is the path to moksha
with Lord Shiva.

The chanting of 11 Rudrams in a
row is also a standard activity on
this night, and several different
pujaris manned the shivalingam
stations to do puja as everyone
chanted their Rudrams in unison.

This night was especially
auspicious because Shivarathri
fell on the same night as
Pradosham, and carried over
onto Monday, which is Lord
Shiva’s day.

After everyone had a spot of
dinner that Sunday night, the
festivities began.  Other than a
few breaks for the
crowd, the puja
continued in this
fashion well up
until the Sun came
up at about 7
o’clock Monday
morning.
Everyone was
given maha
prasadam after the
final aarthi.

The main Shivalingam “station” out of

11 that were set up around the temple.
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To India and back again

The Sri Rajarajeswari Peetam ~ 6980 East River Road ~ Rush, NY 14543 ~ Phone: (585) 533 - 1970

Upcoming Events

Devi willing, the next
issue of the Sri Chakra
will be up on the
temple’s website at the
beginning of June 2012.

This magazine cannot
keep publishing without

contributions! Articles, poems,
stories and photos about any
spiritual topic are welcomed.

The next deadline for article
submission is May 4.  Please e-
mail us with your contributions
or feedback about this issue at
sri_chakra_mag@srividya.org or
talk to Kamya or Abhi at the
temple.

Sri Gurubhyo Namaha!

In Three Months
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Tamil New Year, April 13

Like Thai Pongal, this puja is
done very simply.  It also involves
the making of sakkarai pongal
during a short ritual to celebrate
the event.  In more recent years,
Aiya has been known to hold the
puja in the evening so that more
people may make it to the temple.

After the puja, everyone present
receives prasadam, as well as
some sakkarai pongal.  Please
check the temple’s website for
more details closer to the date.

Maha Pratyangira homam,
April 15

Taking place the same weekend
as Tamil New Year, this homam
became an annual ritual when it
started about six years ago.  It is
an intense homam for Pratyangira
Devi, also known as Thillai Kali,
and is performed in the same style
as at her main temple in
Ayyavadi, a town some six
kilometres from Kumbakonam in
Tamil Nadu.

Aiya, along with the sponsors,
will offer buckets upon buckets of
red chilli peppers, this particular
Devi’s naivedyam of choice.  She is
known for giving devotees
whatever they ask of Her, but is
the best at giving her children the
fierce protection of a mother’s
love.

All are welcome to attend and all
will get the chance to offer ahutis
into the fire with their own hands.

Chitra Poornima, May 5

This puja falls on a Saturday
this year, so please register early
to reserve a spot.  The rituals will
be done before Saturday puja
begins.

Those who wish to offer
tarpanam to their dearly departed
mothers sponsor this event, and
are guided step-by-step through
the process.  Everyone sits in rows
inside the yajnashala, or if the
weather is good, by the creek
down at Kashi.  They offer
oblations to the souls of their

Each year, about 100 to 200 people attend

the Maha Pratyangira homam.

During puja, Aiya also reads out the

panchangam for the upcoming year.

mothers via water, as well as an
offering of pindams, which are
made to symbolize and
reconstitute the physical form.

Shankar aiya performs

the main puja and

leads the sponsors

through last year’s

Chitra Poornima

rituals
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To India and back again

Don’t worry, be happy!

MatangiMatangiMatangiMatangiMatangi
homam 2011homam 2011homam 2011homam 2011homam 2011

It was that time of the year again, and all annual events have
their air of nostalgia.

The annual Matangi Homam held on the last Sunday of every
year was executed in excellence with vigilant and orderly
perseverance by numerous children on December 25th of 2011.

Needless to say, Matangi in her usual inexplicable, elucidatory
style and authoritative “akarshana” noosed a house full of eager
devotees.  In spite of the holiday distractions it was literally a
“house full” at the Sri Rajarajeswari Peetam, the devotees
braving the cold weather in their eagerness to participate in this
annual invigorating event.

Presiding over the event were Sri Rajarajeswari and the Meru,
fashioned in a magnificent green sari and decked in glittering
jewels, expounding glamour, showering loving grace in absolute
exuberance to devotees and all alike, witnessing with pride Her
children perform the rituals with a deeply anchored devotion.

The formal event started around 9:30 a.m. with many children
participating in the preamble and preparation of the ahuthis
through to the performance of the Raja Shyamala Homam and
offering of the purnahuthis.  The homam concluded around 1
p.m., followed with prasadam and Matangi treats for the
children. The elated devotees and the children with a content
twinkle in their eyes floated along, grasping for second servings
of the (sweet) prasadams!

Many children and other volunteers worked through the
previous night and into the late hours of the morning rejoicing
and preparing for this colorful and satisfying event.

I always thought there was
something we were supposed to
drive ourselves towards: some
sort of goal to reach.  I never knew
exactly what the goal was: to
attain moksha, to be ever
compassionate and selfless, or to
be perfect in everything I do?  So I
turned to puja and learnt different
suktams and stotrams, like Lalita
Sahasranamam, hoping they would
maybe offer me some insight.

For a few years I blindly pushed
myself to find the discipline to do
puja and chant daily, hoping to
understand this vidya even a
little.  Even though I didn’t
understand what any of it meant I
continued my practice, but soon

got sick of the fact that I was not seeing any results—or so
I thought.  It is not until recently that I have seen the
effects of simply chanting mantras and following the
practice of external puja.

It is as simple as this: there is no goal—there is just
simply being.  If the Devi came to you and told you She
will give you anything you want, what would you ask
for?  For sure I know I would not have listed any of those
things above—I want to be happy, I would tell her, and
you have to make sure I come to a state where I can
always be happy.

Happiness is what we want at the end of the day isn’t it?
Anything we desire or crave we want because it will
make us happy.  So why not learn how to be happy no
matter what situation or state you may be in?  What the
Devi has taught me and is still teaching me is we have the
capacity and ability to be happy all the time but our mind
and senses limit us from just being so, because of the

MatangiMatangiMatangiMatangiMatangi
homam 2011homam 2011homam 2011homam 2011homam 2011

by Sahana Sivakumaran

by Sundhara Arasaratnam

Don’t worry, be happy!

The cupcake “Meru” the children created and

offered at this year’s Matangi homam.
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To India and back again

social norms that have confined
us ever since we were children.

So what does she do?  She puts
us through situations and life
experiences in order to break all
those norms.  We are so used to
seeing each experience as a test
from the Devi—“She’s testing how
badly I want her…”  Really?  Or
maybe she is just putting you
through something to see how
your mind has limited you from
happiness.

Every moment of unhappiness,
jealousy, or anger that I have
experienced in the past was not
because of the people or
surroundings; it was because of
the way I perceived the situation
to be.  I was so focused on others
and what I wanted that I was
unable to see what the Devi was
giving me right in front of my
eyes.

Now she has given me so much
happiness all the time that it is
hard to see it outside of the
confines that I defined the
happiness to come from: the Devi.
At times it is so easy to be happy

all the time because I link it to her.
But when she seems physically
distant the task is beyond
difficult.

I am learning that I have limited
myself to only seeing her in a
certain way, but in actuality she
is present in every single thing I
do.  Where my love for my friends
or food or music is present, the
Devi is in the midst of all of these.
When I get a hug the happiness I

get from that is her.
When I eat my favorite
chocolate the yummy
and sweet taste I love
is her.  When I sing my
favorite songs and got
lost in the music, she is
there.

I want to get lost in
everything I do the
same way I feel when
she smiles at me.  The
only way to do that is
by reminding myself
that every moment I
am happy she is
present; every moment

I am beyond blissful she is present
and everything I do she is with
me, every single step of the way.

My Devi is beyond her physical
form—well beyond it—and now I
want to actually see her
beyond that because that
is what will give me the
most happiness—seeing
her in everything all the
time and feeling that bliss
at every waking moment.
Her love for me will never
fade and my fear that she
will physically leave me is
false.

If I look back at it now,
every time I put someone
else before me and did
what I truthfully felt was
the right thing to do she
was always there (more
than I expected) and
physically there.  The
moment I think of myself and
forget about others she will step
back for a short moment just to
remind me and bring me even
closer to her.

Every experience I go through I
shouldn’t ignore or beat myself up

for; instead, I should take it as a
lesson learnt that will just bring
me even closer to her than I was
at the last moment.  One day you
will be fully absorbed into her
that there will be no difference
between the two.  But until then
we strive to see her in everything.

I should remember the times
where she proved to me that
when no one else in the world
was there, she was there.  And
even if it was just her, I was the
happiest person alive and never
cared about the “sorrow” that I
thought I should have been feeling
at the time.  Whenever I needed
her, she was there—I didn’t even
have to ask.

So smile and understand that
she is never going anywhere and
will always make sure you are
happy.  Once we understand that
we can be happy all the time then
it doesn’t matter what you do
because no matter what you will
be happy.   We should use this
understanding to our advantage
and help others free themselves
from the similar struggles we
would and still do experience only
because of our minds.

Help everyone see that they too
can be happy, forever and always.
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To India and back again

During Aiya’s countless trips to
India over several decades, he has
built an amazing network of
contacts, who hold great respect
for him.  For those who were not
born a Hindu and are not of South
Asian descent, these connections
are especially invaluable because
it is due to the Guru’s grace alone
that many of us are able to have
darshan in the temples we visited
during this winter’s Yatra.  And
the darshan experience which
Aiya treats us to is no fleeting
glance from far distances where
you can barely make out the
murti.

Throughout the Yatra, in spite of
the fact that we were a large
crowd of 100 pilgrims, we had the
tremendous privilege of sitting for
extended periods, melting into the
incredible vibrations at each holy
sanctum.  Aiya wanted to make
sure that each one of us had the
rare opportunity of clearly seeing
each shrine as close as possible.

Often, the only way to truly see
the lingam or murti is during the
abhishekham when the kavacham
and decorations are removed.  So
Aiya took great efforts to arrange
this golden opportunity for all of
his children.  One especially
rewarding experience during the
Yatra was meeting  H.H. Pujyasri
Jayendra Saraswathi
Shankaracharya Swamiji and his
disciple acharya H.H. Shankara
Vijayendra Saraswathi
Shankaracharya Swamiji, the 69th

and 70th Shankaracharyas  of Sri
Kanchi Kamakoti Peetham.

I had never met either
Shankaracharya and their status
as the chief person who decides
who can enter the temples was
always pretty unnerving.  More
than 15 years ago, after one of
Aiya’s non-South Asian students
tried to enter the Kamakshi
temple and was denied entry,

Aiya had appealed to Sri Jayendra
Saraswati Swamigal during a
private audience.

The story goes that Jayendra
Saraswati promised Aiya that if
his devotees came dressed in
proper attire, showing full
respect, that they should be
allowed into the temples.  So
when 100 of us descended on the
Kanchipuram Mattam on January
3rd, we were totally unaware that
we would be standing before the
two Shankaracharyas—as if
standing for our surprise final
exam where they would judge our
worthiness for themselves.

I still vividly recall the first time
I saw Kamakshi.  Prior to my trip,
I was praying to Kamakshi that
She would allow me to have Her
darshan.  Aiya told me, in order to
help my chances, to dye my hair

black, which of course I did.
Before entering the temple back
then, the Madhvanaths and
Ramesh Anna took me to meet
Kamakoti Shastri, chief priest of
the Kanchi Kamakshi temple at
the time.  There in his home near
the eastern gopuram, sitting in his
shrine room, I cluelessly sat there
as they chatted in Tamil.

Eventually, he turned to me and
wanted to know if I knew the
Dasa Maha Mudras.  I said yes,
and without elaborating, and he
asked me to continue.  Still not
realizing that he was testing me, I
shyly responded “You mean,
dram, drim…” showing him only
the first two mudras.  He asked
me to continue, so I showed him
all 10.  After that he stood up and
we all headed to the temple.

Meeting the KanchiMeeting the KanchiMeeting the KanchiMeeting the KanchiMeeting the Kanchi
ShankShankShankShankShankaracharyasaracharyasaracharyasaracharyasaracharyas by Kathy Allen

Meeting the KanchiMeeting the KanchiMeeting the KanchiMeeting the KanchiMeeting the Kanchi
ShankShankShankShankShankaracharyasaracharyasaracharyasaracharyasaracharyas

The younger of

the two pontiffs,

Sri Vijayendra

Saraswati, is

the 70th in a

line of gurus

that started with

Sri Adi

Shankaracharya

Scores of

people from the

temple family

attended the

India Yatra, and

met up in

Chennai from

their various

locations

around the

world.
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To India and back again

I was so afraid that like Aiya’s
other student, someone was going
to grab my arm and tell me I
couldn’t enter.  So, I didn’t want to
look up and kept my eyes fixed on
Kamakoti Shastri mama’s feet,
walking in front of me, leading the
way to Kamakshi.  It was October
and I remember it seemed
extremely hot inside the temple.
Finally seeing Kamakshi, I felt as
though I had traveled to the
womb of the earth.

Aiya once told me, if you go to
India and don’t visit my Mother
Kamakshi, you will be in the dog
house with me.  He didn’t even
have to say this, since I felt
equally compelled to visit
Kamakshi every time I went to
India.  But despite many trips to
Kanchipuram, and also to the
Kanchipuram Mattam, I had
never met either Shankaracharya.

Flash forward 15 years to this
January.  When we arrived at the
Mattam I never expected that we
would be able to have an audience
with both Shankaracharyas, who
I view as akin to the Pope and
assumed they would always be
flanked by large crowds and
provide little access to the public,
let alone foreigners.  To my great
joy, both were strikingly
accessible, which I attribute to
Aiya’s mysterious grace.

What was even more
astounding was that they told
their attendants and all of us how
impressed they were with our
dress, our manners and our
behavior.  They remarked that
they were very pleased that
several of the students had shown
the mudras and that we were
maintaining and sustaining
Indian traditions in North
America.

The younger one, Sri Vijayendra
Saraswati, seemed especially
impressed and came out of his
retreat to sit with all of us for a

brief dialog.  He gave us many
books to take with us and
encouraged us to all come again
and do a Yatra in North India on
our next trip.  He generously
offered to make arrangements for
us to visit some temples and
invited us to have lunch with
them.

With a deep and penetrating
stare, he carefully scanned the
rows of all of us sitting before
him, intently looking at each of us.
For some odd reason, Aiya who
had been with us every step of the
Yatra, was absent for this one
visit, and so missed seeing these
interactions and hearing the
remarks of the Shankaracharyas
first hand.  But even without Aiya
physically by our side, I am sure
that this opportunity was only
possible with the Guru’s grace as
we managed to partake in a
divine encounter which felt to me
like a final validation of Aiya’s
appeal more than 15 years earlier.

Top: The intricate

ceilings and

dvajasthambam

(flagpole) of the

Kanchi Kamakshi

temple

Bottom: Sri

Vijayendra

Saraswati,

flanked by his

attendants, gave

many books to

the visiting

devotees to take

with them
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To India and back again

The day started out, as it did throughout our India trip, very early in the morning.  We got on the bus from
Chennai to travel to Nemili.  I fell asleep on the bus trip and when I woke up we were in Nemili.  We had to get
out of the bus and walk to the Bala Peetam because the buses wouldn’t fit through the streets.  It took us a few
minutes to get to the place.

As we walked up, we saw a group of children all lined up on one side and on the other side a group of adults,
all waiting for us.  All that was going through my mind at the moment was “Whoh, I can’t believe that all these
people are coming out to meet with us.  I mean, I can understand if it is Aiya, but for the rest of us?”

Aiya, being Aiya walked in front with Sarmel at his side and his entire entourage trailing behind him.  Sri
Kavignar Nemili Ezhilmani, who is the Peetathipathi of the Bala Peetam, came out to greet him.  They started to
put a malai around him and a very bright pink shawl (I admire their choice of color, I am infamously known to
love pink and it looked great on Aiya though he ended up taking it off after a few minutes).

As we were ushered into the temple, they handed us chocolate, which I loved.  We entered the temple, found
seats, and I ended up sitting beside Aiya on my right and the Peetathipathi on my left, with Bala right in front
of me.  I already started tearing up at the moment I sat down.  It got worse when Ezhilmani Aiya started
talking.  Aiya instructed Gayathri to translate to English what Ezhilmani Aiya was saying.

He told us the story of how Bala came to the house.  He then introduced his second son Mohana Krishnan who
does puja to Bala, and his eldest son Venkata Giridhar aka Baba G., who had written books on Bala.  They also
introduced all the children.  His wife also talked to us, telling us the story of how Bala entered her body.

They did puja to Bala and afterwards gave us lunch.  Actually, I wouldn’t call it a lunch.  It is not a lunch
when you have more than one choice of rice, with more than 7 or 8 different curries to choose from.  I had to
wrack my brain figuring out which ones I wanted to try.  They told me to come back and try the rest.  I
couldn’t, because I was too full.  This, is what I call a full buffet lunch.

What amazed me more was all the things they kept giving us.  They gave us a Bala padam, a Bala Kavacham
book, a picture of Bala, more chocolate, and a bag.  Ezhilmani Aiya’s wife also presented us with a coin, which
she said to keep with us, and whenever someone is sick, to think of them and hold the coin.  After lunch, while
Aiya was sitting down, Ezhilmani Aiya walked up with a garland of chocolate and draped it over Aiya’s neck.

I think that everybody who came on the trip experienced each of the temples differently, the Bala Peetam
being no exception.  It was my second time visiting Bala in her home and it was a totally different experience

than what I had the
last time.  But one
thing stayed the
same—my
wonderment at the
fact that someone
had opened up their
house for the rest of
the world to come
and marvel at the
beauty of the goddess
living in that house.
It reminded me of
someone, oh so
special, who had
done the same.

I remember
something Aiya said
once in another
context but I think it
can apply to this as
well—you know the
goddess is inside the
temple when you can
hear her laughing
and playing with her
children outside.

My Play Date with the Child GoddessMy Play Date with the Child Goddess
by Athityaa Ariaran
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My journey started with my
first trip to the temple in May
2002.  With much eagerness, my
family and I had traveled all the
way from Toronto to visit the
temple to have darshan of Devi.
When we reached, a new kind of
peace stilled my heart, and my
heart was filled with joy! It was
there that I met Aiya for the first
time.

It was a Saturday, and on that
day Aiya was talking about
Mahaan Sri Seshadri Swamigal, a
divine saint of Thiruvannamalai,
India (See the August 2006 Sri
Chakra issue to read more about

the saint).  Aiya narrated an incident about how he
had advised a cancer patient to chant the sacred mula
mantra of Mahaan Seshadri  Swamigal, and how it
yielded miraculous results.

This narrative struck a deep chord in my mind and
heart.  Without much thought, I started chanting
Mahaan’s mula mantram right away (at that time I
didn’t understand it was an initiation).  On the way
back I was repeating this mantra just to remember it.
When I came home I searched for information on
Avathar Sri Seshadri Swamigal and I printed a
picture of him and kept it in my puja room.  I felt
strong connection with that mantra.  As a university
student I tried this mantra by chanting it before the
exams, and found out whenever I chant the mantra it
yielded very positive results.

Then I visited the temple again a day after my
marriage on June 28th 2004.  The day, a
Monday evening, happened to be Pradosham.
We participated in the Pradosha Kala Pooja,
and I met Aiya again.  He explained to us the
relationship between our blood circulation
and the way we circumambulate inside the
temple during the Pradosha hours.  This
explanation made a deep impact on me—I
immediately felt connected, and ever since I
started to observe the Pradosha vratham.

The same day, the divine statues of the 63
Nayanmars were being consecrated in the
temple and we all took one statue and placed
it in the dedicated space.  I was very happy
and well satisfied about this whole
experience.  One of our friends introduced me
and my husband to Aiya, as a newly married
couple.  Aiya blessed us and gave us some
clothes and a picture of Devi and asked me to
worship her.  I have had Devi’s picture in my
puja room ever since.

In August 2010, I had a chance to visit
Thiruvannamalai.  It was there that I realized
the deep and strong bond with Mahaan Sri
Seshadri Swamigal.  Many mystical events
have unfolded while I was in
Thiruvannamalai and have made me
understand the beautiful ways in which Devi

Being a Devotee
makes life worth living!

by Mythily Kandiah

Being a Devotee
makes life worth living!

Sri Seshadri Swamigal of Thiruvannamalai
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has brought me to the Sri
RajaRajeshwari temple, and with
grace and compassion initiated
me into my Guru’s mula mantra
through Aiya.

On a Pradosham day on August
10th, 2011, I had a dream where I
saw myself visit a temple.  With
me was a toddler boy!  It felt like
this little toddler was the be-all
and end-all of my existence!  I held
and played with this child with
lots of love.

I then saw a beautiful woman,
very fair and tall, clad in a green
sari, bedecked with jewellery.  She
was buying a jasmine garland to
adorn her hair. But when she saw
me, she gave me a piece of that
garland and asked me to place one
piece on my hair and asked me to
give the other piece to the toddler!
In this context, I wish to make
note of an event that happened
while I was in Thiruvannamalai,
when I visited the shrine of Sri
Arunachaleshwar temple in the
Brahma Muhurtham, I bought a
jasmine garland and cut it into
two pieces.  I offered one half of
the garland to Mahaan Sri
Seshadri Swamigal in the
Murugan Sannidhi, while I used
the other half.

When I awoke from the dream,
it was about 5 a.m.  Later that
evening when I talked to my
sister, I was stunned to hear from
her that she had a similar dream
at about the same time in the
morning.  In her dream she saw
me with a toddler boy and we
were all in a prayer room and she
said she saw Goddess
Mahalakshmi appear before here
and ask her, “Why is your sister
not looking at my eyes?”  Both my
sister and I were mesmerized and
stunned beyond words at the
similarity of the dreams.

That evening, I was offering
kumkumam to the deities.  After I
applied the kumkumam on Devi’s
picture, which Aiya gave me

seven years back, I saw some of
the kumkumam fall on Devi’s eye.
So I hurriedly tried to wipe it,
when suddenly I noticed both of
her eyes were wide open!

I was extremely nervous I didn’t
know what to do.  I ran and called
the temple, and the person who
picked up the phone passed it on
to Aiya.  He casually said, “Don’t
worry, she is just assuring that
she is with you.”  Up until that
moment, I had felt God was
somewhere up there. But from
that moment and onwards I
learned God is so close to us,
someone whom we can connect
and communicate with any
moment!  Devi’s grace drowned
me in Her love... She had enslaved
me.

One of the temple devotees
living in my city (Mr & Mrs.
Vimalan) visited my house and
taught me how to do the basic
puja.  I started to do the puja as

they taught
me and I
strongly felt
Devi has
accepted the
puja.

Since it was
a long
weekend I
did puja
three times a
day for the
next three
days.  When I
had to leave
for work the
next day, I
felt miserable
not offering
Devi any

food at noon.  I couldn’t focus on
my job.  So I decided to go home
and do puja during the one-hour
lunch break that I had.  I left work
and went home (about 30 min
drive).  When I parked my car in
front of the house and realized
that I left the house keys at work. 
I was very sad, but then I
remembered what devotees have
told me, “Aiya always says start
with something simple which you
can carry out.  When you are at
work you can think about Devi

The picture of the Devi Mythily took in her puja room
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and offer whatever you have
before you eat.”

Suddenly, I felt it was Devi’s
divine design in making me forget
my keys, since She didn’t want me
to start something which I
wouldn’t be able to fully carry
out.  So I sat in the front entrance
and started to mentally worship
Her.  I started to imagine that I
was cooking sweet rice (pongal)
and milk, and prepared the fruits.
I visualized the whole puja and
when I was done, I was about to
sing thevaram.

Suddenly, I heard someone
singing loudly on the road.  First
it seemed like a mantra japam, I
opened my eyes and saw a
teenager (with long hair, wearing
a head set), was walking on the
road and singing a song in a very
load voice.  The loudness of the
voice seems very strange in a
quiet neighbourhood.  I heard
though, the following sentence

very clearly: “Make the sensation
a little bit stronger.”  It melted my
heart to see how Devi gladly and
lovingly approved of my humble
way of worship and graced me
with a heart-warming answer!  In
tears, thinking thus, I got into my
car.  And what a wonder, the
whole car was filled with the
smell of sweet rice :)

A few days later after an
evening puja, I was steadily
looking at Devi’s eyes and told her,
“I can feel your presence; can you
please give me a spiritual
initiation?”  Then I closed my eyes.
I was not aware of what had
happened next, nor was I aware of
how long I remained there with
my eyes closed.  But when I
opened my eyes I felt a steady
awareness on the middle of my
eyebrows.

My two-and-a-half-year-old son
came and looked at my face anew,
as if he were looking at me for the
first time, and kissed me a
number of times!  Since I was

quiet, my husband asked me to
come out for a walk.  I went
outside; it was about 6:45 p.m.  I
noticed all the sides of the sky
were a pinkish red and seemed
like the sunset was happening at
every angle.  The next day when I
looked at the mirror, I noticed a
black triangle-shaped mark
between my eye brows.

The following days held a lot of
pleasant surprises and most of
them were beyond logic. These
events have changed the very
way in how I perceive my life and
my daily lifestyle.  With the
boundless grace of my divine
Mother, I have begun to witness
how everything in life happens so
beautifully!  I have no words to
describe the strong
transformation I feel happened
within me.

Devi is still with her eyes open
and showering her blessing on all
of us.  I feel nothing else in this
world is worth asking or
pursuing other than Her divine
grace and love.
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The story of Sri Amritananda Saraswati

part 6part 6part 6part 6part 6

ChidagniChidagniChidagniChidagniChidagni

The biography of Sri

Amritananda Saraswati—

who is affectionately

known as Guruji to most

of Aiya’s students—was

penned in Telugu by Smt.

Nethi Seeta Devi.   These

chapters were translated

into English and

graciously submitted to

the Sri Chakra by

Venkateshwar Babu from

Philadelphia in an

ongoing series.

ChidagniChidagniChidagniChidagniChidagni

Spiritual Experiences
Upon Guruji’s return to Bombay,

he met his friend
Radhakrishna Murthy.
During this visit, Guruji
casually browsed his
friend’s collection of
spiritual books.  In one of
these books, once he saw
the first stanza of the
Isaavasyopanishad, he was
able to identify this as the
same as he heard at the
Birla Mandir in
Hyderabad.

Since then, Guruji spent
a lot of time in reading
spiritual books.  Multiple
divine appearances of
Lord Balaji continued to
teach untold divine
mysteries to Guruji on a
regular basis.  Over the

next 12 years Guruji was lost in a
spiritual world under the
guidance of Lord Balaji.  Guruji
was able to read divine scriptures
with his eyes closed.

From that stage, Lord Balaji, for
the next 12 years, had blessed
Guruji with the opportunity to
explore and delve deep into vast
spaces of spirituality.  Multiple
Vedic scriptures were rendered to
impart knowledge to Guruji.
Lord Balaji let Guruji trot over
many rainbows.  These countless
divine experiences kept occurring.

Upon returning to Bombay,
Guruji was curious to explore and
find out if the inner sounds that
he kept hearing as a boy would
resurface once again.  So, Guruji
started meditating once again.  As
a young boy, Guruji was unaware
of the importance and relevance of
the deep inner sounds.  He fully
understood their importance and
relevance at this stage in life.  So

he made a sincere attempt to find
out whether he would be able to
hear these sounds once again.

To Guruji’s amazement, he was
able to hear the vibrations once
again, crystal clear deep and loud.

The Divine Mother appeared
and took him all around the vast
expanses of the universe, without
leaving him alone even once. She
was there for Guruji, which left
him with a sense of humility and
devotion for the Divine Mother.

Guruji, with utmost
concentration, started chanting
the Lalita Sahasranamam and
Khadgamala Stotram every day.
Until these divine experiences
kept recurring, Guruji had never
made an attempt to perform pujas
on a daily basis.  Even after he
started chanting Divine Mother’s
salutations daily or experiencing
Divine Mother’s grace in various
ways, there was still some form of
a scientific aspect attributed by

Guruji with Devipuram’s main goddess, Sri Sahasrakshi Rajarajeshwari.
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Guruji to all these wonderful
things.

 “What is in it?” he thought.  “Are
all these experiences true? Why are
these happening to me?”  Guruji
delved deeper into micro-
analyzing all these wonderful
memorable experiences with a
scientific frame of mind, as the
Divine Mother with no concern to
Guruji’s perspective, continued to
attract and let him develop a
sense of spiritual oneness with
her.

One specific night at about 2
a.m. when Guruji was in deep
meditation and eager to hear the
deep inner sounds coming from
within, he started hearing chimes
of temple bells for about 10 to 15
minutes.  With this divine
experience, Guruji felt sincere
peace and happiness.  This divine
occurrence repeated for a couple
of days.

On the third day when Guruji
was in deep meditation, there was
a bigger divine experience waiting
to happen.  For 20 to 25 minutes
Guruji was lost in a trance and
after that, he suddenly lost his
consciousness and physical

connection with his surrounding
world.

It just felt as if a large bomb
exploded within him, and as
though a bright light emanated
due to this blast from within.
Within that moment, Guruji got
the feeling that he had visited all
the stars, sun, moon and space.  A
large white screen appeared right
in front of him, and multiple lines
in Sanskrit, probably about 20
verses flashed instantaneously.
By the time Guruji could realize
what was happening, the white
screen along with the verses
vanished.

The only (first) verse that Guruji
was able to read was,

Eesavaasya midham sarvam
yathkinchajagathyaam jagat

Thenathyathkenabhumjeedhaa
mrugadha kasyasvidh dhanam

After Guruji regained his
physical senses and normalcy, he
got scared.  He realized that a
common man who has no inkling
of any spiritual knowledge is at
peace.  Whether it was curiosity
or any other factor, Guruji

wanted to get down to the bottom
and know the secrets.  In addition,
he was also concerned whether he
would get into any serious
trouble during his quest.

He thought, “What will happen to
my family, and my mother? Is it not my
moral responsibility to take care of
them?”  So for the next week or
two, Guruji stayed away from
meditation.

One fine day, it dawned upon
him once again, “I meditated for a
long time.  I felt the large bomb
exploding within myself.  Nothing
happened to me, and as of now, I am
still alive.  Why all the unnecessary
fears?  So, let me start my meditation
sessions once again, and see what
happens.”

Guruji was curious to find if he
would hear the deep inner sounds
once again while meditating.  The
first two days, his meditation
sessions progressed smoothly. But
on the third day, Guruji felt some
strange movement along his spine
right from deep down that kept
creeping up and giving him an
ecstatic feeling.

By the time this reached his
stomach, Guruji visualized bright
light and aura in front of him.  But
this time, the strange feeling
moved up to his heart.  Guruji
was very terrified.  He
immediately remembered that he
had prayed to Goddess Saraswati
under similar circumstances
when he was a young boy.

To plead with Goddess
Saraswati to rescue him, he
immediately chanted,

Saraswati namasthubhyam, varade
kaama rupini,

Vidhyaarambham karishyaami siddhir
bhavathu may sadaa
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Padma pathra Visaalaakshi, Padma
kesara vardhini

Nithyam Padmaalaya Devi,
Saamaampaathu Saraswati

As soon as he completed
chanting, Goddess Saraswati
appeared before Guruji.  With all
dedication and devotion, Guruji
prayed to Goddess Saraswati.

Goddess Saraswati:  Why are you
afraid?  What are you afraid of?  I have
presented you a unique experience.
Enjoy it.

Guruji:  I cannot bear this experience
for long.  Please save me from this!

Goddess Saraswati:  As you wish.
I will help you.  If you have any
discomfort when meditating next time,
please think of me.  I will save you.

Guruji continued his meditation
session every day without fail.
He started enjoying the
experience, and felt extremely
happy.  Every now and then
during his meditation, Goddess
Saraswati appeared to Guruji.

Once when Goddess Saraswati
led Guruji by his little finger, all
along the way, lotus flowers
bloomed to let the pair walk on

them.  During these
memorable experiences,
Goddess Saraswati took
Guruji through rainbows,
clouds and many other
unimaginable places.  She
narrated to Guruji his past,
and made these situations
appear in front of Guruji
during his deep meditation
sessions.

After all these exhilarating
events, Guruji happened to
visit the library at Bombay
University.  He developed
the feeling that he had
already read and
understood any book he
browsed.

At this stage, Guruji’s strong
belief in science and technology
gave way to the understanding
and appreciation that something
else was even more powerful.  It
became very clear in Guruji’s
mind that by meditation he could
explore and find out about the
secrets of nature that he was
unable to comprehend
through his research in
science and technology.

Goddess Saraswati
narrated to Guruji about
his past, his concentrated
penance, love and
dedication towards
Divine Mother, and
everything that led him
to this current stage in
spirituality and in life.

The Mother, with all her
ever-flowing grace,
smiling beautiful face,
and compassionate heart
had shown Guruji true
motherly love.  Guruji
was blessed enough to
gain worldly wisdom
and become proficient in
many shastras with the
Divine Mother’s blessings.  She
named Guruji, “Hlaadini.”—as

Radha was the power of Hlaadini
to Lord Krishna, so did Sri
Nishtala Prahlaada Shastri
(Guruji) become the power of
Hlaadini to his disciples?

It happened once that when
Goddess Saraswati appeared, her
face looked like Guruji’s. Guruji,
on the other hand, was playing
her musical instrument, the
veena.  By the time Guruji
realized this, he could see her as
Goddess Saraswati again.  As
inquisitive as Guruji was, he
asked Divine Mother the
significance behind this
experience.

Divine Mother said, “You are
Goddess Saraswati.  The name,
‘Saraswati’ belongs to one of the ascetic
groups.“  Though Guruji does not
wear the orange robes, he can be
considered an ascetic in every
other aspect.  This, in turn,
implied that Guruji had attained
the peaks of spirituality with the
Divine Mother’s blessings.
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Sri Chakra Avaranas & Chit Vimarsa
by Sri B. Jayaraman & Smt. Vijaya

Sri Chakra Avaranas & Chit Vimarsa

part 3part 3part 3part 3part 3

In the last two issues of the Sri Chakra, Sri Jayaraman explained the intricacies of
the nine levels of the Sri Meru, and how going through these levels affects an upasaka
on the way to the Mother.  Here is the 3rd of his three-part piece.

Avarana 7
An upasaka who has attained Chit Vimarsa up to this stage is called

“Utthama Adhikari.”
Once you attain this stage, you do not slip back because of protection
gained from earlier “Sarva Rakshakara Chakra.”  It is a matter of your
own Sraddha that determines the progress towards the ninth avarana—
The Ultimate.

After having obtained the Mahavakya, Tat tvam Asi, and developed a
better understanding through repeated listening, you reflect that
understanding within yourself as “Aham Brahmasmi.”  This kind of
repeated recollecting of Mahavakyas with the Guru in mind by means of
reasoning and discussion is called “Mananam.”  This process eliminates
the traces of a likely defect namely Samsaya (doubt).

The chakra is called “Sarva Rogaharam”—curer of all diseases.
Samsayam is when even the smallest doubt in the mind multiplies and
spreads like germs and shakes the entire foundation of faith.  Accumulated
vasana is another great disease that affects the mind.  Thus the grace of
the Sarva Rogaharana devatas help the sadaka to achieve “Mano
Nigraham”—every time a thought/germ arises, before it multiplies it is
destroyed at the root level itself.

The yoginis are called “Rahasya Yoginis,” not because there is some secret about them but because they
cannot be discovered by any logic and only can be realized by grace
of the Guru and one’s own sraddha.

The siddhi of this chakra is “Bhukthi Siddhi” i.e. attainment of all worldly pleasures.  The sadaka is
contented with the worldly desires he has achieved in life.  The mudra of this avarana is “Sarva Khechari”—
literally Ananda of moving (flying) in space.  Philosophically, Akasa represents the space in which mind
wanders.  Thus Sarva Khechari is the state of Ananda
of the upasaka with his thoughts under his control, moving around happily in the akasa of the mind.

Ayuda Archana
Before we proceed to 8th Avarana, Ayuda archana is done.  Let us look at the significance.  Actually, the 8th

& 9th avaranas cannot be separated because unlike other avaranas where there is no puja at the center, there
is a samashti puja at the center in 8th Avarana which coincides with 9th Avarana.  Hence by inference we
conclude that Ayuda puja removes the last obstacles to final goal.

Shastras recognize four last obstacles to final knowledge.  They are Kshaya (confusion),
Laya (sleep), Vikshepa (perturbation), and Rasasvada (infatuation).  The intense desire (raga) to attain the
goal is the Pasa.  Dislike for Anatman is the Ankusa.  A mind turned inwards is a pure mind, free from
vikshepa.  As well, the Panchabanas held firmly is jitendriyatva that removes the obstacle infatuation.  Once
these obstacles are removed the stage is set clear for Nidhidyasanam.

   Avarana 8
Earlier we said, 6th Avarana represents Thathva Vicharam, the 7th Avarana represents Mano Nigraham,

and the 8th represents Chit Vimarsam through “Nidhidyasanam.”  This means one transcends sthoola,
sukshma and karana sariras and stays continuously in thuriya avastha. Thathva vicharam, Mano nigraham
and vasana kshayam are interlinked and interdependent.
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Only after Nidhidyasanam,
with the effects of Thathva
vicharam and Mano nigraham,
does complete vasana kshayam
happen.

Let us analyze what is vasana?
All actions yield papa or punya
depending upon the motive with
which it is done.  All actions that
we do in turn leave an impact on
our mind.  These are stored as
positive or
negative
inflictions in our
subconscious
mind, and are
additive.
The positive and
negative impacts
do not cancel each
other out.  The
accumulated
impact of all our
actions stored
subconsciously
and carried
forward from our
previous births or
genetically is
called Vasana. 

Before we do
any new action, a
desire arises in
our mind to do
that action.  This
desire is
influenced by our
accumulated vasana.  To that
extent we do not have freedom of
action.  Many times knowing well
that an action is bad, we still
indulge in it in view of our past
accumulated vasana.

This avarana represents chit
vimarsam of that upasaka who
has cleansed all his vasana
through thathva vicharam and
mano nigraham.  His desires
(Iccha) are not influenced by past
vasana.  That means he has
attained “Iccha Siddhi” of this
avaranam. When Iccha Siddhi is
attained it means that you have
attained all the other siddhis.
Thus this chakra is called “Sarva
Siddhi Prada Chakram.”

The siddhi of this chakram is
“Iccha Siddhi”—meaning
whatever you desire you will get.
The Chit Vimarsa of an upasaka

at this stage is that of a fully
contented person with no
more desires.  The yoginis are
called “Athi Rahasya Yoginis”
because they are beyond
conceptualization even by highly
evolved souls. 

Only those who are able to
contemplate through
Nidhidhyasanam on that Chit
shakthi that existed before the

creation of this Jagat, Jeeva and
Para can realize the Athi Rahasya
aspect of these yoginis.
Contemplating on these yoginis as
the source of the creation of the
universe, living species and maha
bhoothas, the sadaka enjoys the
ananda of the “Sarva Beeja””
mudra.  The maha vakya that
appropriately describes his chit
Vimarsam is “Ayam Atma
Brahma.”  This Atman is verily
the Brahman.

Avarana 9
There is no puja at the center for

the first seven avaranas.  In the
8th avarana a samashti puja is
done at the center, which
incidentally forms the 9th
avarana.  Thus, the inseparability
of the 8th & 9th avaranas as
described in upanishad as “Ashta

Chakra Nava Dvara” gets
justified.

The bindu is the cause of all
causes and origin of all origins.

The dimensionless bindu is
where time and space merge.  At
the bindu all thriputi aspects
including Upasaka, Upasana and
Upasya Devata merge into one.
As the upasaka passes from first
avarana to second and so on up to

the  8th avarana,
effort is needed to
attain higher levels
of Chit Vimarsam
and to acquire the
siddhi of that
avaranam.

In this avaranam
you have nothing to
ask for or obtain.
Everything is
attained.  Thus the
siddhi of this chakra
is “Prapthi.”  The
yogini is “Para
Paradhi Rahasya”—
beyond our
intelligence.  It is
that which existed
alone when nothing
else including space
and time existed.  In
this Chakra  of
“Sarva ananda
Mayam” it is not
that the upasaka

enjoys bliss—in losing his own
identity the upasaka becomes the
bliss and thus he, himself,
becomes the origin of everything.
All this is verily Brahman.

Tripura Rahasya states that even
after attaining this state, it is
possible for the upasaka to lead a
normal house holder’s life as a
jeevan muktha.  He is apparently
in thriputi state.  In this state he
enjoys the three-fold ananda of
the Trikanda Mudra; namely:

1) Sahaja Ananda
2) Ananda of Devi

consciousness, and
3) Jagadanandam—enjoying

ananda  by making others happy.
The world experiences him as

having Sarva Kama Siddhi—
radiating happiness and grace
that fulfills all the desires of
devotees.
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